EYEBOLT INSTALLATION

Step 2
Slide eyebolt down to hole and rotate into position.

Step 1
Slip eyebolt loop over cover end roll.

BAND ASSEMBLY
Cover not shown for clarity

INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

1. Bolt foot brackets [9] and retaining bar [8] to support band [2], using 5/16" hardware [4-7].
2. Locate support band on conveyor frame at desired spacing.
3. Drill 1 1/16" dia. holes on 7" centers in conveyor frame to match foot brackets. Foot bracket slots are 1 3/16" x 1-3/4" to allow for minor adjustments.
4. Bolt bands to conveyor with retaining bar on desired side. This 5/8" hardware is normally not furnished by RPS, but is available as an option.
5. Position cover [1] over support bands, and attach to foot brackets with 1/2" eyebolts [3]. See Eyebolt Installation Details and Cover Attachment Detail.
6. Make sure bands are perpendicular to conveyor support. Tighten all hardware.